
MAY MEMORIAL UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SOCIETY
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING

June 3, 2001

1. Call to order: 7:00 by President Diane Hainsworth

II. Chalice Lighting and Opening Words : President Diane Hainsworth

III. Adoption of Agenda
The Minister of Religious Education 's report will come before the Religious Education Council's
report . Under New Business will be discussion of the Acting Director of Religious Education
position , The Capital Fund budget and the Operating Fund Budget.
Adopted as amended.

Adoption of Minutes of Annual Meeting June 4, 2000
Correction to minutes: Rev. Elizabeth Strong received her Doctorate of Ministry.

V. Reports
A. President's Report. See attached report
B. Parish Minister's Report See attached report
C. Religious Education Minister 's Report: See attached report

VI. Elections:
The nominees put forward by the Nominating Committee are as follows:
Officers : Diane Hainsworth* President , Jack Osborne*, Vice President, Alexandra Morgan *, Secretary.
Trustees : For a three year term : Ellen Agnew , Jeff Lamicela , Bill Haynes , Ernie Sibert.
Trustees for a one year term : Rick Martin* , Evan Longo (teen representative).
RE Council Member , For a three-year term : Mary Louise Edwards , Winfield Ihlow.
RE Council Member , For a one-year term : Rickie McClure , Ken Pease , Alicia Roualt , Jennifer Sanford.
Nominating Committee, One year term : Doug Aird* , Bob Burdick , Joyce Droege , Don MacKay*, Nancy
Pease*

*Incumbent, willing and eligible to serve).
Jack Wilkinson motioned to accept the nominees by acclamation due to the number of nominations
equaling the number of openings . Rich Martin seconded motion.
Results : By unanimous acclamation

VII. New Business:
Capital Management Budget:
Motion to accept , passed as submitted , see attached
Operating Fund Budget:
Mal Clark motioned to accept the budget as submitted, Jeff Lamicela seconded
Motion by Paul Cohen to move monies from one area to another to increase DRE salary and benefit
package by $4550. Proposed the following changes:

Remove $500 from the SJC budget
Decrease Rev. Tayler's raise by $1200
Increase fundraising line by $600



Transfer $300 from RE supplies and $500 from the newsletter line
Remove $2000 from the Utilities line.

A friendly amendment by Jack Osborne simplified the increase to the DRE salary and benefit
package by adding $4000 to our pledge line . In addition the intent of this increase is to provide
increased hours to the DRE position and provide 1/2 month to the 1st year to help orient new children
and parents and teachers to the RE program.

Line item 4-101 (page 2) $196,000.00
To DRE line column 3'01=02 $24,518.00
Line item 5-300 (page 1) $154,354.00
Line 5-302 $19,840.00

Chris Shultz called the question, Debbie Pillsbury seconded.
1 opposed to calling the question.
Question called

Results :
For the amendment: 34
Against the amendment: 29
Amendment passed

A motion was made by Peter Colman. In the event that financial circumstances permit , the board
will be directed to fully fund a 5% raise for Rev. Scott Taylor as recommended by the personnel
committee.
Janet Hiemstra seconded the motion

A friendly amendment was made that upon recommendation of the Finance Committee and Board of
Trustees, bonuses would be considered for all professional personnel.
The question was called by Mardie Ninno, with Debbie Pillsbury the second.
Question to amend the amended budget
2 for the amendment
Result : amendment failed

Janet Hiemstra called the question to vote on the amended Operating budget.
Jack Osborne Seconded.
Results : For the amendment: 53

Against the amendment: 10
Budget passed

VIII. Awards:
Annual Award: Presented to Alice Chico by Chris Shultz
Unsung Hero Award: Presented to GinnyJones by Don MacKay
Samuel Joseph May Award: Present to Dr. Richard Weiskopf
Mary Lib Whitney Award: Lee Ann McKinney, presented earlier

IX. Installation: Installation of the newly elected board members , RE council members,
nominating committee members and the Officers by the Rev. Scott Taylor.

X. Adjournment : at 10:06
Submitted by Alexandra Morgan , Secretary



9/9/01 (Opening Sunday)

SUNDAY SPEAKERS 2001-2002
SEPTEMBER

Ritual ofReturning Scott Tayler

9/16/01 Blessed Uncertaixry: 9/11 Reflection Scott Tayler

9/23/01 Heroet• IsolatedAmericans Scott Tayler

9/30/01 Remembenerg the ferry Refewe Sally Roesch Wagner

10/7/01

OCTOBER
The Pitfalls of Perfectionism Heidi Swifts

10/14/01 Returning to Normal Scott Tayler
10/21/01 We Pledge Allegiance... Scott Tayler
10/28/01 Roots of Homophobia Nick Cardell

11/4/01
NOVEMBER

Memory Tree Sunday Scott Tayler

11/11/01 Columbia's Forgotten Jim Harney
11/18/01 The Magic of Smashed Frogs Scott Tayler

11/25/01 We are all Turkeys! Scott Tayler

12/2/01

DECEMBER
Horitontal Re4giox Scott Tayler

12/9/01 The Santa Who Stole Christmas Scott Tayler

12/16/01 Winter Music Service Glenn Kime/Choir
12/23/01 A Perfect Christmas Scott Tayler
12/24/01 Family Christmas Service Scott Tayler
12/24/01 Christmas Eve Service Kaaren Anderson & Scott Tayler
12/30/01 Changes Lay Leaders

1/6/02

JANUARY
Reflections on the River Bill Snyder

1/13/02 Social Justice 6, Roots of Terrorism Alejandro Garcia
1/20/02 Stuck Scott Tayler
1/24/02 Evil- Not Always the Enemy Scott Tayler

2/3/02
FEBRUARY

The Bug That Saved God Scott Tayler
2/10/02 Looking for Love Scott Tayler
2/17/02 Principles: Carrot or Stick? :vlichaella Babrich
2/24/02 Evil is Everywhere Scott Tayler

3/3/02
MARCH

Lovers of Leaving, Among Other Things... Scott Tayler
3/10/02 Teen Service - Family Values Teens
3/17/02 Bill Clinton is My Hero Scott Tayler
3/24/02 Theology ofthe Blues Kaaren Anderson
3/31/02 Time to Leave the Tomb Scott Tayler

4/7/02

APRIL
Why I Took Thu Job Scott Taylet

4/14/02 Canvass Sunday/New Member Joining Scott Tayler
4/14/02 4'c Annual Interfaith GL.BT Service Scott Tayler
4/21/02 Earth Service Lay Leaders
4/28/02 Is Rehgion to Blame? Scott Tayler

5/5/02
MAY

What if Religion Was Human Centered? Scott Tayler
5/12/02 Samuel J. May Day Audrey Shenandoah
5/19/02 Replacing the Chalice With a Telescope Scott Tayler
5/26/02 Blessed by a Dog: Animal Celebration Scott Tayler

6/2/02
JUNE

Cleaning Up The Yard Scott Tayler
6/9/02 Closing Sunday & Church Picnic Scott Tayler



MISSING REPORTS:

Canvass Committee (none submitted)
Hospitality Committee (inactive committee)
Personnel Committee (none submitted)
Social Justice Committee (none submitted)
Memorial Garden Committee (inactive committee)
Lay Ministers (see Minister's Report)
CateRing (see Minister's Report)



President's Report-2002

Bridge-Building
There have been two Leadership Retreats this year. During the winter retreat, we gained consensus in four areas: We

agreed that our primary target group was families, although there was strong interest in addressing concerns of young adults
and increasing our diversity among members. We unanimously agreed on the need to increase the quality of whatever we
offered. Programming priorities focused on increasing intimacy and small group efforts. Budgeting priorities unanimously
supported adequate staff compensation, while addressing issues of communication and religious education.

The more recent spring retreat focused on clarifying the congregational needs relative to professional staffing, and a

major thread revolves around religious education. This retreat was facilitated by Linda Hicks Thompson, from the St.

Lawrence UU District, who had previously assisted us on two other occasions.
Both of these retreats were well attended by committee chairs, teachers, board members, our Parish Minister, and

others who just wanted to be there. Development and maintenance of a loving, nurturing community is a central theme.
Development of leadership to accomplish goals and projects forms the basis for how to achieve the larger goals.

The Southside Housing Project continues to be a loving commitment we share with other Syracuse churches. The
UU Cluster Conference was held at May Memorial in November 2001. The Congregation has also voted its support for the

Living Wage Proposal for Syracuse.
The Close the SOA Project, long a Social Justice commitment at May Memorial, entered a new phase with the

establishment of the Minister Emeritus Discretionary Fund, which will allow Reverend Nick Cardell to continue support for
this project independently from the MMUUS budgeting process.

Stewardship
The Board authorized a study of our rental policy and building utilization in order to provide more uniform guidelines

to potential users of our building. The Building and Grounds committee took the lead on working with Zoe Rohde, our
office administrator, and the Finance Committee to come up with final recommendations.

The Women's bathroom was fmally refurbished! Hooray! Now the men want theirs done, too. Sanctuary lighting
was improved. We also had some major work done on the sidewalks outside, as they had deteriorated so badly they were
becoming a hazard to folks entering the building. Building and Grounds personnel made a reasonable repair of our roadside
sign.

The Board and the Building and Grounds committee have begun preliminary work with David Ashley to propose a
solution for insulating our building and improving lighting. Good insulation would also improve the efficiency of our air
conditioning. Heat and light we were lucky this year to have such a warm winter, but we cannot count on this in the future,
and the potential for severe impact on the Operating Budget due to weather conditions demands our attention to addressing

this problem.
Our Finance Committee has continued its good stewardship of our investments, even in the face of the economic fall-

out from September 11, 2001.

Change and Opportunity
The economic hardships in Central New York forced some of our folks to move away for jobs, and several long-time

members retired, passed away, or moved. There are probably other reasons. The good news was that the average individual

pledge increased. Now the opportunity before us is to continue the internal enrichment and development we have already

begun
The concept of Small Groups has blossomed this year and a number of these groups have taken on an exciting life of

their own. This is a big plus for new member integration. Scott's report will have more details on this aspect of May

Memorial.
Our newsletter continues as a biweekly publication. Writing for the newsletter was initially shared by a volunteer

editor and Scott Tayler, but more recently, when our volunteer was no longer available, Scott has needed to take on most of

the task of soliciting and writing articles. This is an area we should address in the coming year.

Child care and the running of our RE program were very big challenges this year. After a very rocky start, we were
able to utilize the services of a childcare professional for Sunday mornings through our contacts with the Growing Place. The



unanticipated loss of our acting DRE has been very painful but has forced us to take a good look at our expectations and
ourselves. We face the major challenge of clarifying our staffing needs regarding religious education for our community-
both for our youth and for our adult members. The recently configured Professional Staffing Task Force is in the process of
assessing the hopes and aspirations of our congregation with the goal of defining the kind of new staff person who will best
help us move toward growth and community in partnership with the rest of our professional staff.

Caring
The Care Ring and its outreach on pastoral care issues have never been more needed and appreciated in recent times

as in this year . It seems as though too many in this congregation have been struggling with illness or personal crises , and the
Care Ring and its network of volunteers have cooked for and nurtured a multitude. Our Parish Minister and the newly formed
Lay Ministers have been, and are, working overtime to help meet that need.

Glenn Kime, our Music Director, was granted a 3-month sabbatical after serving us faithfully for 9 years. He has
returned renewed and energized. During his absence, the Music and Performing Arts Committee did a masterful job of

arranging and coordinating wonderful and varied musical offerings.

Unfinished Business
We continue to work on committee building. Some of our committees are vibrant and strong, while others need

revitalizing. Denominational Affairs is a particular area that needs new interest and energy.

The Nominating Committee has proposed a change to the constitution that would provide some flexibility for the
Board of Trustees and the Religious Education Council in terms of membership from year to year. This will be voted on at

the Annual Meeting.
The Capital Management policy is a work in progress, but its completion holds the promise of greater stability and

manageability of our financial resources.
Finding a new RE professional is one of our biggest tasks for this coming year, as reviewed earlier in this letter.
The Canvass and financial austerity continue to be a challenge. This year was particularly frustrating. In the past, we

have been fortunate to have folks take charge of the Canvass who were able to focus enormous amounts of time and energy
into this effort, but times are changing and many of our most energetic volunteers are working full time under stressful
conditions. Sometimes life is just like that, so we need to accept what we are able to do and do the best we can.

In another vein, we are doing some creative brainstorming in review of some of the ways we engage in fundraising.

The Music and Performance fundraisers were wildly successful, and we did well with ornaments and handmade gifts at holiday
time. The Auction was both fun and fruitful. Let's do it again!

Celebrations of Life
We have had weddings, births, and memorial services. We have had wonderful music and food and good times this

year. Our Parish Minister got married!

Respectfully submitted,

Diane Hainsworth
President



Parish Minister Report 2001-02

I will soon get to what I've DONE this year. But let me start with how I FEEL.

This ends my fifth year of ministry at MMUUS. We've struggled, and continue to struggle, with a stream of transitions: my

divorce, Liz's departure, and Michaella's departure. We also continue to struggle against the departures and depression of
the greater Syracuse population. What did the 2000 census say? The Syracuse area lost 13% of its population during the
1990's. We also experienced a loss of 35,000 25-34 year olds. Such social trends have contributed to tight budgets and
made membership numbers hard to increase. But most difficult of all, these trends have required us to say goodbye to
friends. In the last couple years alone, handfuls have left to retire closer to grandchildren or to find better jobs. Not an

easy adventure we've got ourselves into.

But, in the midst of it all, I've noticed more gratitude than griping. That's what I love about this religious community: In
the midst of the ups and downs, struggles and disappointments, you all continue to treat MMUUS like a treasure. The
tremendous amounts of time, money, hope and love that keep pouring into this place testify to how much it continues to
give all of us in return. It makes me thankful to be in this adventure with you. It makes me optimistic about all the things
we have yet to accomplish together.

So, how do I feel at the end of this year? Grateful. Proud to be among you. And convinced that the future will find us

sharing this treasure we've created with more and more people around CNY.

And now to what I've been doing...

Below are the responsibilities delegated to me by the BOT and our congregational retreats. My comments accompany
them. Notice that I've italicized suggestions for next year's planning.

1. Lead Sunday Morning Worship: Any discussing of leading worship requires that I talk about my co-leader: Glenn.
We are all blessed by his talent land patient commitment. It is an extremely difficult task to meet the diverse musical
needs and expectations of our congregation. It is even trickier to do that while working with a colleague who is
musically challenged and frequently changes the direction of his sermon at the last minute whenever the Holy Spirit
tells him to. We are better in so many ways because of Glenn.

I also have the best worship committee in New York State. They continue to deal with the detailed dirty work of
worship creation, freeing me up to focus on sermons, study and the exploration of new ideas. They have also been a
tremendous collaborative partner in terms of the order, flow and purpose of our worship service. Together we have

increased the celebratory feel of the beginning of the service, incorporated children into the service, made the
meditative part of our service more reflective. "Fine-tuning" has in a sense been the theme of this year.

Next year, it is my hope that "Addressing Diverse Needs" will be our theme. I am proud of the quality of our
worship service; now we are ready to creatively add and explore new ways of worshipping. Ways that will attract a younger
and more "experiential/participatory/spiritual" crowd of UU's than our current efforts are capable of doing.

2. Provide Emergency and Crisis Pastoral Care: This has been a challenge this year. Without having Liz to share the
load and with our increasingly older congregation, it has been difficult to keep up. I've felt frustrated in my efforts to
give people the attention they deserve and I think some have felt frustrated that they have not received the attention
they deserve. However, overall, most have been understanding. The major lesson here is that we haw a structural

problem that needs to be addressed. One minister simply cannot supply all the pastoral care we need and will need.

3. Develop and Facilitate Lay Ministry Team: The Lay Ministry Team was developed to address the pastoral care
challenge mentioned above. We worked hard during the summer to get it off the ground and it was a major
accomplishment of this year. The team is made up of Geri Berkman, Peter Knoblock, Richard Gardner, Hildegarde
Vandersluis, and Peggy Ryfun. I am grateful for their genuine concern for our membership, but it is their competence
and creativity in reaching out that has impressed me most.

We learned some hopeful as well as some disappointing lessons this year. We were disappointed to learn that Lay

Ministers cannot fill the void left by the loss of our MRE; members just don't use lay people the same way they use
professional staff. When you go into the hospital, you want "the minister" to visit. If the lay minister shows up, that
is a real gift. But it doesn't address the need to see "your minister." However this disappointment was balanced by
the wonderful discovery of new pastoral needs that the Lay Ministers can and do address. For instance, the lay



ministers follow up with or sit beside members who share a difficult sorrow during worship. They also intentionally
compliment volunteers for a job well done and welcome newcomers who are visiting for the first time.

Our primarygoal for nextyear is to find even more creative ways to minister. Listening to people over coffee is

certainly one way to provide support, but we could also facilitate a small group that deals with loss, organize a retreat
to lift spirits during our depressing winters or lead an adult ed class that looks at stories of endurance and recovery.

4. Develop Small Group Programming: My personal goal was to help establish 8 new small groups in our
congregation by the end of year. We fell slightly short, establishing seven. I believe small groups are one of the top
three keys to our vitality and growth. Small groups are an impressively effective way to build community for

newcomers and long-timers alike; much better than the impersonal social hall or even a social event with 100 people.
Additionally, once-a-month small groups, unlike 8-week adult education courses, provide a means for busy folk to fit
faith development and study into their lives.

Our major challenge is to institutionalize small groups We assume that worship is "just what members do!" I'd like
us to think the same way about small groups. But I can't increase the importance and awareness of small groups on

my own. To succeed we need our leadership to educate themselves about what small groups are and what they can do
and then become advocates and supporters of making small groups a central ministry of MMUUS. I'd like to see us
set the goal of having 50% of our members involved in a small group.

5. Coordinate Wonderful Wednesdays: This previously successful program "fizzled out" this year. The enthusiasm

for and participation in it declined as more and more members joined small groups and as families couldn't find ways
to attend regularly because of busy schedules. Originally aimed at families and designed as an intergenerational
program, it ended up attracting mostly empty nesters and single folk. Which is great, but as our snowbirds headed

south and as winter weather worsened, attendance dropped. Other ministerial demands made it impossible for me to

continue as lead organizer and no one stepped forward to replace me. Ay hope is that a member or a couple of members

will step up nextyear and revitalize it. Parents and families may lead much too hectic lives to come to a weekly meal and

discussion group, but we have many singles and retired folk that would come every single week. It could be a vital and
well-used ministry if lay leadership can be identified.

6. Teach 1-2 Adult Ed Classes: With Liz's leaving and with the RE Council's need to focus on a new DRE, our adult
education programming lacked leadership and resources. Basically, the responsibility fell to me. I made a few attempts
to solicit lay teachers, but received little response. Once again, the issue of "busy lives" came into play. So instead of

trying to recruit a team of lay teachers, I turned my energy toward leading classes myself. I offered two classes, one in

the spring and one in the winter. To increase the number that could participate I offered each class at three different
times: Wednesday morning, Wednesday night, and Thursday night. To accommodate and attract busy folks, I also

decreased the length of time from the usual 6-8 weeks down to 4 weeks. This new approach was very successful.

With each class I was able to reach over 30 people each quarter. However, despite this success, we need to do better.
Small groups are a new and innovative way to help people with their faith development, but we need to continue to

offer classes as well. Reanimating an Adult Education Subcommittee needs to be a priority of the RE council and the
Board of Trustees this next year.

7. Interfaith Housing Rehab Project: The success of this housing project is a personal source of pride and joy for me.
Due in large part to MMUUS's leadership, this grass roots effort has grown from 4 faith communities to 11. It

completed one house mid-year and will finish a second this summer. It is also ready to begin a $30,000 curb appeal
project, organized and lead by our own Jill Evans. The group elected me President and in addition to the work of
presidential organization building, I coordinated all the volunteers for the housing rehab effort. But with the increased
participation, this coordinating work became too big and too time consuming. The housing board recognized this and
has decided to hire a part-time paid coordinator this summer to take over the coordinating job. Whewl I'm glad about
this not only because it will free up a significant amount of my time, but also because it means that this interfaith effort
is growing up and becoming a "real" organization.

We should be tremendously proud that we have been so instrumental in creating something so efficient and
meaningful. Thanks to all the MMUUSers who have volunteered to work and thanks to every MMUUS member for
making it possible for me to give my time to this important interfaith and community building effort. A special

thanks also goes to MMUUS members Jill Evans and Ed Hinchey. They did as much, even more, work than me, and
yet have received less of the spotlight. This effort would not exist or continue to exist without their ideas and

countless gifts of time. Nextyear, I like to see us creatively capitalize on the relationships we've developed through this



project. How about a Sam May House on the south side? Or a joint suburban-urban church community garden?
Getting involved in the issues of the southside is good for MMUUS's basically suburban and privileged soul.

7b. Additional Social Justice Efforts : I also offered leadership to two other social justice projects this year The Living
Wage Campaign and The Interfaith East Genesee Bike Path Effort . Although the Living Wage proposal failed to pass
the Common Council, I was proud that our congregation supported it. Pat Rector 's leadership in this effort was
impressive . The Bike Path project is a David fighting Goliath effort . We may lose. It may never happen. But the
effort is helping us get to know the other faith communities along East Genesee Street . My hope is that this effort leads
to other creative efforts with thesefaith communities and that it will lead MMUUS to get involved in other environmental
projects. I'd like to see us initiate a "7th Principle Project" or get involved in the "Green Sanctuary Movement" next
year. Conversations between our SJC committee and our Living Lightly Small group are a great place to begin.

8. Newsletter Editing: Could it be possible that the newsletter matters more to our community than our worship
services? It is a mighty dose contest in my book. The newsletter has received a significant amount of my time and
thought not only because it helps us communicate, but because it determines the level of our enthusiasm, pride and
interest. It doesn't just inform us, it connects and excites us. Whenever I wonder if I am spending too much time on
the newsletter, I always remind myself that I have received more positive comments about our ALL IN THE FAMILY
tidbits than any other single program of the church!!

Although Zoe and Andrea Duran have been indispensable partners in the production of our newsletter, it is not a
secret that many of the articles are written by me and that I often annoy people by asking them to write or rewrite
articles of their own. My hope is that nextyear I will write less and pester less as more members and committee chairs make
dynamic and frequent newsletter articles a priority. We are already seeing this happen with The All in The Family
submissions; I use to write almost all of them, now about half come unsolicited by lay people. May the Lord inspire
all of us to become lovers of newsletter writing!

9. Lead and develop UU101 courses: This has been a joint effort. The membership Committee has not only supported
the creation of UU101, but they are now designing a UU102. "UU101" is not only a new program, but also involves a
new philosophy. The idea is to provide a frequent opportunity for newcomers to get a sense of who we are. The old
model, "New UU", was offered 2-3 times a year for people wanting to join the church. This allowed too many fish to
fall off the hook, so to speak. Similarly, inviting newcomers to an 8-week adult education class didn't capture
newcomers because people are busy and at the beginning they just want a taste before they are will to take the next
step. The frequency and one-time format of UU101 provides precisely that quick taste. It also allows us to get to
know them personally and channel them towards programming or members that fit the newcomer the best. We need
more of these immediate connection efforts. Church experts say people need to develop 6 friendships within the first three
months of coming to church or they will not stay. We need to do a betterjob at matching making and reaching out, rather
than expecting our visitors to basically do all the work themselves. A large part of this involves making sure we have
programs to match newcomers up to!

And as an aside, I believe that the reason the canvass committee has seen a dramatic increase in the starting off
pledge level of new members is that we start talking about money right here at the beginning in UU101. It is here that
newcomers learn not only how interesting we UU's are, but also what it means to be a member and what it takes
financially and time wise to build such a vital volunteer organization.

10. Provide Support to the Leadership: This is the invisible work: The time-consuming, behind-the-scenes cheerleading,
reminding, and dropped-ball-picking-upping. I have also spent significant time condensing and copying the writings of
church consultants and researchers, giving this to the leadership for them to study and wrestle with. Frankly, I'm not
sure such information is studied and disgusted as much as I wish it would be. We, as a congregation, are unclear about
what "leadership support" actually entails. Is it just Scott taking leaders out for coffee and providing a listening ear? Is it
also Scott sharing the best of his expertise and the newest ideas and research being done by church consultants?
Where do church leaders turn to educate themselves about what makes for healthy church dynamics and growth?
Scott? Consultants? Books in our church library? Currently, we don't utilize any of these resources. Do MMUUS
church leaders even see themselves as needing to be educated and trained? Some do. Some don't. Some don't have

enough time to decide if they do or don't. In practice, much of MMUUS's leadership is done flying by the seat of our
pants. Luckily our church leadership is smart, creative, and experienced enough that this method actually produces

good results. Imagine, though, how much higher we could fly if the leadership was better trained and educated?!



11. Denominational Involvement and Service : I participated in the national UU ministers conferences and served on
the board of the UU humanists this year. I must admit, however, that my interests are more local than national. I'm
more passionate about regional efforts to grow UUism in Central New York than I am in UUA efforts to grow and

spread UUism nationally. I dream of someday helping MMUUS work with area UU congregations to start a new UU
congregation, maybe in Cazenovia or up in Irverpool.

12. Be Present at MMUUS Activities: I have increased my attendance at MMUUS events and on Sunday mornings even
when I am not preaching. This has sometimes been hard for a minister trying to maintain weekly "date nights" and
family nights that DO NOT involve the church. I love my MMUUS family, but inevitably, even social events at
church are "work"; we ministers must be "on" even when were just hanging out. I feel that most MMUUSers

understand this and are supportive of me having a family life that doesn't always involve the church. I am grateful for
this. I think we are striking a good balance between my participation in the life of the church and my having a life

outside of the church. This year, I have heard fewer concerns about this, so I assume the rest of MMUUS feels good
about the balance as well.

Lessons For Next Year at a Glance (Gleaned from above):
1. Creatively add and explore new ways of worshipping.
2. Address structuralproblem of one minister not being able to supply all the pastoral care we need and will need
3. Find even more creative ways for Lay Ministers to minister: small group, retreat, adult ed.
4. Institutionalize small groups, seeing them as lust what members do!" Set goal of having 50% of our members involved in a small group.
5. Find a member or a couple of members to revitalize Wonderful Wednesday, targeting it to the interests of singles and retired folk.
6. Reanimate the Adult Education Subcommittee.

7. Creatively capitalize on the relationships developed through the Housing Rehab Project. Sam May Hause, joint suburban-urban chunk
cvmmunitygarden, etc:

7b. Explore relationship with East Genesee Faith Communities.

Initiate a 7cb Principle Project "or "Green Sanctuary Movement"

8. Have more members and committee chairs make dynamic and frequent newsletter articles a priority.

9. Do a betterjob at matching-making and reaching out to visitors, rather than expecting them to do almost all the work themselves.
A big part of this involves having programming to match newcomers up to.

10. Figure out what leadership support" means. Develop ways for leadership to become better trained and educated



MMUUS RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COUNCIL
ANNUAL REPORT 2001-2002

The major accomplishment of the RE Council this year was our continued
provision of a vital , interesting program on Sundays at MMUUS to our
youngsters at MMUUS ranging in age from infant to age 19.

Members of the RE Council worked with the members of the Worship
Committee to change the order of service to welcome children at regular
MMUUS worship . Children of all ages are welcomed into our main
Sanctuary for at least 15 minutes each Sunday during services, and are
"sung out" to their RE classes after a time . The practice of welcoming
children only during "First Sunday " has been dropped.

This year is the first year at MMUUS that the children participate in a
brief service in the Childrens Sanctuary in Room 9 before going on to
classes . The service gives the children the opportunity to participate in the
lighting of the chalice, to briefly recite a poem about the UU church, as
well as an opportunity to express the joys and sorrows of their youth. We
recognize that these rituals did occur regularly in many classrooms over the
years. The RE Council wanted very much to be certain that all children
were exposed each Sunday to these rituals without fail.

The RE Council has reaffirmed the policy on the registration of students in
the RE Program. Students are welcomed at any time to attend as visitors to
our RE Program (excepting the OWL Program), but must be registered as
students in our program after subsequent visits to our classes.

Also in terms of policy making and revision , we have announced and made
clear to the congregation that the RE Council now has a written policy
regarding the inclusion of all interested students in the MMUUS Religious
Education Program , and that there is no'room for the exclusion of any student
by any teacher . Furthermore, questions about discipline and working with
special needs students may be brought to the Council and its members at any
time.

Our volunteer teachers were able to help our children in RE Classes come
to terms with the events of September 11, 2001 . We put the regular lesson
plans on hold in order to be able to discuss the horrors of that day in age
appropriate groups with all of our students. We still do discuss the issues
of terrorism with our older students , as warnings of future potential attacks
on the U . S. have recently been made public on a frequent basis.



The members of the RE Council became more active advocates for the
improvement of the conditions of the RE facilities downstairs. We were
able to create a Childrens Sanctuary in Room 9 where a small service is
held each Sunday for our students in Grades K-6. Many of the old sofas
were replaced last year with the help of the B&G committee; rugs were
cleaned or replaced this year.

A list of needed repairs and requests for stuctural improvements has been
given twice this year directly to the Buildings and Grounds Committee and
to the Board of Trustees. Some needed repairs have been made, and locks
have now been placed on all RE facility doors. There remains much more to
be done to make our aging home more safe and comfortable.

We were able to provide the OWL program to our youth in both grades 7
and 8 this year, thanks to the training afforded our volunteer teachers in April
of 2001 through arrangements made by Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Strong. The fact
that we have at least four active OWL teachers at this time is testament to the
fact that there is a strong parental interest in this program, as well as from our
trained instructors and students.

The RE Council encouraged our teen group to put forth a proposal of
organization that is scheduled to be presented to the Board of Trustees on
5/21/02. The teens desire more autonomy, and want to reorganize as a Young
Adult W group. The RE Council has reviewed their proposal and is in full
support of it at this time.

The Child Advocacy Committee of the RE Council was originally formed
in the spring of 2001 to address concerns of parents of children with
special needs . Several specially trained individuals were asked to work
with these youngsters in our classes as teacher assistants or one-to-one
aides . Our fall and winter terms went smoothly , but we needed more help in
the spring term. The committee will reconvene over the summer to plan for
the Fall 2002 term.

The RE Council put on a Teacher Recognition Breakfast in January that
was very well attended. The members of the RE Council recognizes that
this may be the best means of bringing the RE community together. We will
be presenting the Mary Lib Whitney award again this year shortly to one of
our outstanding educators.

Respectively submitted,
Valerie Carr, chair



MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT 2001-2002

The Membership Committee finished two projects and continued several others during the 2001-2002 year. Twelve
people were oriented, feted, and joined the congregation. Two former members rejoined. We sponsored two new
member dinners and helped Rev. Tayler conduct two new member joining ceremonies. The committee kept track
of recent new members to monitor their integration into the life and activities of the congregation. We continued
to refine the new member joining process.

The new Olan Mills picture directory arrived and was distributed in mid-fall, thanks to the efforts of committee
member David Ashley. David and former committee members Karen West and Julie Darmody-Latham provided
the energy and skills for this project. Another project, which was started last year, bore fruit this year, as we
unveiled May Memorial mugs, which we gave to each new member and sold to others. The sales covered the cost
of the mugs.

Ginny Jones continues to be the cheerful and caring welcomer in the Foyer before the worship service and in the
Social Hall afterwards. The Committee wrestled with how to best increase the welcoming atmosphere for
newcomers and with ways to integrate them into the life of the congregation. A second member of the committee
now assists Ginny at the Welcoming Table and Corner each week and takes responsibility for contacting interested
newcomers after their first visit.

Scott Tayler and LeeAnn McKinney conducted monthly sessions of UU 101, an information hour for newcomers.
Don MacKay and LeeAnn created UU 102 to orient potential new members to May Memorial membership

We continued to pay attention to the "record-keeping related to membership - keeping accurate membership and
voting eligibility lists, providing a list of inactive members to the Board for their action, and helping the office
manager to maintain and trim the newsletter mailing list. The current chair, though resigning from the committee,
will continue to be the record-keeper next year while transferring some of those functions to the office manager.

Other activities included creation of a new Welcoming Brochure and note cards and participation in leadership
retreats.

This year we have happily welcomed Peggy Ryfun and Kevin King onto the Committee.
Our Board liaison, Evan Longo, was able to attend most meetings and has been an important contributor. After
four years as chair of the committee, I am moving on and wish to thank to all the Committee members for their
work and companionship.

Respectfully submitted,
Don MacKay, Chair



Building and Grounds Committee
Annual Report Fiscal Year 2002

Committee members: Doug Aird, Alice Aylesworth, Remo Bianco, Mariah Dillon, Gary Droege (Chair), Michael
Stafford-Hill, Mary Zimmer and Board Liaison Bill Haynes. Richard Applebaum is available on call for special
needs. "Work day" and special assistants included: Peter McClure, Mal Clark, Bob Burdick, Charles Wollowitz,
David Ashley, Anton Ninno, Jack Osborne, Bob Coye, Bob Zimmer, and Don MacKay.

Budgeted projects completed:
Construction of sanctuary fire escape completed with the installation of the exit door and sign.
Ladies' rest room renovated.
Sanctuary stage lighting was addressed by installation of brighter bulbs and redirecting the fixtures.
Sanctuary handrails were installed.
Screens for the downstairs windows have been installed.
Entrance and sidewalk concrete repairs completed

Budgeted projects not completed:
Fire safety improvements, awaiting specific recommendations.
Sanctuary sound controls relocation to the rear of the room should be completed momentarily.
Front sign renovation is proceeding; the doors have been replaced. Electrical repairs and structure reconditioning
should be complete this fiscal year.

Miscellaneous matters addressed:
Our insurer, Church Mutual, added violent acts coverage at no additional cost.
Painting of the downstairs hall was completed.
Fire wood storage facility was procured and installed beneath the east entrance bridge.
Upstairs floors were stripped and waxed.
Copper doors interior surface cleaned and sealed.
Driveway drainage problem corrected.
Exterior door surfaces on all lower level doors were reconditioned.
Garbage enclosure door repairs made and general area policed including removal of an old refrigerator

Miscellaneous matters under consideration:
Air conditioning capacity in the social hall and the two upstairs meeting rooms.
Insulation of ceiling surfaces being explored, awaiting feasibility and specification information.
Copper on the exterior front doors is a concern and maintenance procedures are planned.
Interior wooden walls are showing signs of rough usage, a reconditioning procedure is being considered.
Three "work days" were scheduled this year and, thanks to many members who turned out to help, many short-
term projects were addressed, too numerous to mention.
This is but a sampling of needs around the building. Additional participation on the committee would be
welcomed, especially on the part of those who possess "handy-man" skills and building management experience.

Respectfully submitted, Gary Droege
May 6, 2002



Worship Committee Annual Report 2001-2002

This committee meets year-round, including a summer retreat at which we wrestle with ideas and suggestions for
creating ever more meaningful worship for our members and friends. As in past years, we have grappled with both
the format and the content of worship. At last summer's retreat, we worked to reiterate our goals, focussing on
increasing the energy of the morning experience, with new and old music; and offering a diversity of sermons by
our minister and invited guests, which support and compliment our mostly "humanist" spirituality. In addition, we
worked with the RE council to include all children in the first 10-15 minutes of each Sunday service. The latter was
very successful. The whole congregation learned two songs --, Come, Come, which is sung to open each service,
and Come Together, which is sung as the children go to their religious education time. This change has been
welcomed by most of us (do we ever agree on anything?), and the children have learned both their parts of the
service and how to behave in the sanctuary.

Some things are going well. We have a system for recruiting Service Coordinators, Ushers, Greeters and
Decorators. We organized and/or led several services with the following guests: Rev. Heidi Swartz, Sally Roesch
Wagner, Jim Harney, Rev. Nick Cardell, Kip Hargreaves, Bill Snyder, the Earth Day Service, Rev. Kaaren
Anderson, Phil Klein and friends, and our Samuel Joseph May speaker, Aubrey Shenendoah. We have worked
with the Music and Arts Committee to help define what is meant by a "diversity of music" Glenn Kime, our Music
Director, and the choir have experimented with new (to us) hymns, as well as rounds, and call-and -response
singing. Additionally, we are grateful to the Music and Arts Committee for organizing the music during Glenn's
sabbatical.

Some things fizzled out, including Wonderful Wednesdays, an alternative worship time which included a potluck
dinner and an Adult Education class, an attempt to highlight a UU principle during each chalice lighting, trying to
lift up (and honor/advertise) the Church leadership by having a different committee or council "staff' one service
each month, with some publicity about its work highlighted in the Order of Service.

Ongoing struggles include updating and moving the audio-visual equipment for its most efficient use, continuing to
work with the Music Director and Music and Arts Committee to offer more and different kinds of music, and
creating alternative worship which speaks to the segment of our congregation and friends who are not spiritually
fulfilled by out current Sunday morning Celebration of Life.

Our final responsibility to create and host summer services.

Respectfully submitted,
Alice Chico, Chair, Worship Committee



ANNUAL REPORT
2001-2002

MUSIC AND PERFORMING ARTS COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE MEMBERS: Mary Burdick, Betsy Fuller, Glenn Kime, Carolyn
Pace, Linda Wobus , Board Liaison, and Nancy
Pease , Committee Chair

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES FOR 2001-2002
The Music and Performing Arts Committee organized a successful series of four

concerts which raised $1800 for the MMUUS General Fund . The Committee 's goal had
been to raise $500 . We more than surpassed this goal . The concerts were attended by
both MMUUS members and people from the greater Syracuse community. Suggested
donation for each concert was $10 , ($5 for students). The MPAC considers this first season
to have been very successful , and looks forward to continuing to offer fund-raising concerts
in the future. This year's concerts were:

An Afternoon of Music and Art on February 10, featuring the work of members
Nancy Pease , Pat Marcus , and guests Deborah Wester , and James Vatter

A Tenth Anniversary Organ Recital by Glenn Kime on April 6

Favorites from the '30's and '40'splayed on the piano by Phil Klein on April 19

A Blues Concert by Phil Petroff and his Band, Natural Fact with Matt Tarbell and
Chuck Dean

The Music and Performing Arts Committee also offered assistance with Nowell Sing
We Clear, a concert arranged by Maria Hosmer-Briggs.

The MPAC also took responsibility for arranging music for twelve Sunday services
during Music Director Glenn Kime's sabbatical. Music was provided by the Choir, under
the direction of member Ken Pease and guest director Anne Jamison. Music for Preludes,
Offertories , Postludes , and accompaniment for hymns was provided by eighteen talented
MMUUS members , all of whom donated their services . They were Pat Marcus, Nancy
Pease , Sonja Lamicella , Maria Hosmer-Briggs, Ernie Sibert, Dick Weiskopf, M egan
Wobus , Fred Fiske, Phi Klein , Gary Droege, Chris Dranc ek , Judy Thomas, Linda
Wollowitz, Bob Coye , John Wobus , Ken Pease, Gary Sanford, and Peter Colman. Music
was also provided by guests including Anne Jamison , Kaaren Anderson , the Lomeo
Brothers , Maria DeAngelis , and the Spiritual Jazz Band.



Finance Committee - Annual Report, June 2, 2002

The Finance Committee ' s met monthly during the fiscal year 2001-2002 to review the monthly financial
reports of the Operating Fund, the Capital Fund , and the Endowment Fund. Our work for the year can be
summed up as a combination of successes and continuing challenges.

Among the successes, we achieved the first and most important goal of the committee , which was "to
budget the Operating Fund independently from the Capital and Endowment Funds, with no capital or
endowment money budgeted to cover operating expenses ." The Operating Fund budget for 2002-2003
that will be proposed to the congregation at its annual meeting satisfies this basic condition , although
doing so required proposing some significant cuts in proposed expenditures . We also achieved goal
number three , to "continue and complete the annual asset allocations for the Capital and Endowment
Funds."

At this writing, we have nearly , but not entirely , completed our work to achieve our second goal, to
"review the revisions to the Capital Management Policy and Procedures proposed by the ad hoc
committee ." The ad hoc committee has nearly finished its work and we expect to see the new document
shortly. Our work on our fifth goal is also incomplete at this time . This goal is "to identify a
congregation member (or members) who would be willing to assume the responsibility for actively
working on a program of Planned Giving." We have identified one member who will participate in this
activity , but we need at least one more before the program can begin in earnest. Our work on goals six
and seven is also incomplete at this time . These goals are to "create a purchase order form and a standard
contract form for capital expenditures ," and to "produce a Policies and Procedures document for the
Operating Fund ." Both documents are in process.

The greatest challenges of the Finance Committee relate to our fourth goal : "to establish a formal Ways
and Means Subcommittee with identified members and leadership ." The Ways and Means Subcommittee
is in charge of fundraising events for the Society . Thanks to the hard work and diligence of Diane
Hainsworth and Alexandra Morgan , as well as Linda Wobus and the rest of the Music and Performing
Arts Committee , we had several fundraising events this year. Our challenge for the future will be to
formalize this process and build on what we have done this year. Most importantly , we will need to
identify a person willing to take responsibility for the annual canvass.



2001-2002 Denominational Affairs Committee Report

The Denominational Affairs Committee began meetings in the spring and summer this year in order to prepare for
the cluster conference held here in November. Many members of the congregation contributed to the planning and
execution of this event, which was attended by UU's from around the district. A special evening event was included
this year, which feature a slide show and talk from Possibilidad and a special pasta dinner.

Many districts across the country have dropped the cluster conference format and are scheduling larger weekend
events, which take place at resorts. These get-togethers are designed to combine UU issues and recreation
opportunities and are especially popular with younger families. The St. Lawrence District may wish to consider this
option in future years.

May Memorial continues to be a member in good standing at all denominational levels . We contribute our fair
share to district and national organizations and our congregation includes many members who contribute to Chalice
Lighters and UUSC. We have representatives at most district and national conferences , although we provide no
money for conferences expenses in our budget.

The committee is currently in need of a chair as it continues its mission of maintaining contact with the larger
outside community.

Alexa Carter



Publicity Committee Report to the Board

The Publicity Committee consists of Chairman Robert Burdick, Jeff Lamicela, and Bob Schulz. When Andrea
Duran was producing the newsletter she met with the Committee to review her progress and concerns. Jeff
Lamicela similarly reviews the status of the website and the listserves, and considers possible changes or additions.
Bob Schulz has helped form publicity news releases about MMUUS and its events. Bob Burdick circulates
announcements to the media for upcoming MMUUS events.

Some Publicity accomplishments:

• Produced and distributed public service announcements to 20 or more publications (newspapers, radio,
TV.) for 5 musical fund-raising events and the Goods and Services auction. Maria Hosmer-Briggs did publicity
for Christmas Noel.

• Helped purchase, with RE Council and Membership Committee a digital camera. Recorded a number of
significant events upstairs and downstairs as they have happened during the year. Printed some on the website and
on church bulletin boards.

• Purchased space for MMUUS ad in concert program of Gay & Lesbian organization.
• Requested budget for next year to cover materials for flyers, photography, and advertising expenses.

Robert E. Burdick chairman



2001-2002 Nominating Committee Report

We met first in October and agreed to start work in January. Instead of electing a chairperson, we agreed to rotate
the moderator for each meeting (as we did last year). Remarkably, all decisions were reached by consensus and
everyone participated equally. In January and February, meetings were held with Scott and Michaella and with the
Board Executive Comm. to get suggestions and review plans and policies. We also publicized the request for self-
nominations, including announcements during Sunday services, handing out forms, and manning a table in the
social hall.

As in recent years, we agreed that after offering ample opportunity for self-nomination, we would present a single,
committee chosen slate of candidates. This created no conflicts since very few volunteered, all were included, and
we still had trouble filling all of the openings (as usual).

In view of the decrease in active membership and our chronic difficulty in filling elected positions, we worked out
proposals to allow processes for gradually decreasing the sizes of the Board of Trustees and the Religious Education
Council (subsequent increases could also be made). After extensive discussion, our proposals (as two
amendments to the constitution) were passed in a congregational meeting. They will take effect next year.

Respectfully submitted, The Nominating Committee 2001-2002
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